Let us prey
Nicola Slatter speaks to Jacqui Dabell about why “catch and kill” partnership culture is the greatest
threat to law firm stagnation

To what degree do you think top-tier law
firms really differ? Do they all approach you
with similar problems?
People are people, systems are systems, and
clear, effective communication is always
deceptively difficult, in that respect I believe
there is very little difference at all. I see
very similar challenges facing all firms for
the most part. Traditionally geography has
been a standout differentiator of top-tier
implementation projects but in these days
of technological advancement and remote
working arrangements even geographical
factors are becoming less of an issue.
What makes a good firm culture to
promote transformation and change
implementation?

It’s all about trust. Trust can be built in many
ways but it is usually people driven and in law
firms that tends to mean partnership driven.
If you believe the person leading you cares
about the outcome and values your personal
contribution you’ll usually come along for
the ride. Communication is key too, of
course. Listening as well as talking. And less
PowerPoint.
How does the structure of law firms affect
progress?
Aside from the limitations of the old 6-minute
unit and the ‘catch and kill’ mentality that
prevails across many partnerships, I believe,
generally speaking, that law firms continue to
be significantly held back by the legacy of the
partnership pathway. If the only professional
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development outcome that is truly valued and
supported by a firm is the acquisition of a seat
at the partnership table then that firm will
forever struggle to meet the changing needs
and desires of both its clients and its people.

with any extended tenure at a firm should
be exposed to life on the other side in some
way. Client side, supplier side, vendor side,
any side that offers an experience where their
workday lens isn’t a law firm lens for a while.
There are many different ways to provide a
How can we bridge
product or service,
the gap between
tackle a problem,
A well-rounded team
lawyers
and
communicate
business services
with exposure to life on
a message, use
departments?
technology….
the ‘other side’ of business
but it’s almost
The
fact
this
is paramount
impossible to think
question has used
differently without
the term ‘business
making a change. A few years ago, after 20 years
services departments’ rather than ‘nonin law, I decided to test myself and my skillset
professionals’ is certainly one of the more
and took a change management/systems
positive steps we’ve seen toward this objective
implementation job at the Australian Rugby
in my lifetime! To be frank, as someone who
Union (ARU). It was the best professional
is not legally qualified and has worked in law
decision I’ve ever made. It both fundamentally
firms for 25 years, I am yet to see a firm make
changed the way I saw things and reinforced
inroads in this area on a meaningful, long
what I valued. Highly recommended.
term basis. It eludes most firms even in short
term spurts! Quality leadership helps, work
placements and cross-training can improve
understanding, increased work and social
interaction definitely has a place, but if billable
time remains the only real yardstick firms use
to measure performance and value this will
inevitably continue to be a very difficult nut to
crack. There is a very fundamental change that
needs to happen in the business of law to take
this kind of step forward.
What inspiration can firms take from
outside legal?
So much. Every legal practitioner, every
secretary, every support team member, anyone
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What is the biggest challenge you face when
you enter a firm as consultant?
That’s a tricky one, there are quite a few.
Building trust is one. Maintaining a perception
of value is another (a delightful service can
become expected over time). Understanding the
non-technical systems at play takes time (who
is who and how do people and process interact).
And finding the right levels, not hierarchical,
more levels of communication (too much, too
little, just right), information (who, what, level
of detail) and tone (formality, humour, sense of
urgency).

What experience from outside legal do you
bring in to your work to help you in your
role?

I’ve learned to be wary of overuse of ‘the
language of law/professional services’ over the
years. Sometimes it is easy to rely on the shared
understanding that you believe firm/industry
colleagues have with you. But sometimes
the language hides the meaning or solicits a
predictable response. And sometimes, outside
of law, people have no idea what you are talking
about! We need to speak clearly and honestly
and plainly if we want an idea to be successfully
communicated and heard. I’ve also learned
that 2 people or 2000, lawyers or sportsmen or
horticulturalists, the single biggest challenge
facing any office environment is always
maintaining optimum coffee and biscuit supply.
How does historic work with a vendor assist
during an implementation?
A pre-existing relationship with a vendor can
be invaluable. Obviously, a detailed practical
knowledge of a product or technology is very
helpful to a new client when making decisions
around functionality and future capability. The
independent opinion of a consultancy like Alt-V
when making product selections or decisions
around integrations as an implementation
progresses can also be very worthwhile. If your
consultant has seen a product in action and has
seen it used in different ways that can make the
viable options for a firm much clearer. Then
there’s the project management advantages, it’s
that people thing again! When timelines are
tight, money needs to be saved, hard questions
need to be asked, an existing relationship can
make those kinds of conversations much more
productive.
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Alt-V was built for Covid, Alt-V was ready for
Covid before Covid was even invented! We
are a collection of experienced legal sector
professionals who effectively work, collaborate
Often resistors are that way for good reason.
and provide solutions from any location. Right
Engage them in solution development if possible
now law firms are being forced to work in exactly
(often
it’s
not!).
Respond and feed
We need to speak clearly and this way. We know how it’s
done because we do it every
back, don’t avoid the
honestly and plainly if we
day.
conversations. Don’t
deny that change is want an idea to be successfully
challenging. Draw on
communicated and heard
personal experiences
Nicola
Slatter
is
of success to paint a positive future picture,
business process and IT implementation
but always be realistic about expectations. Be
consultant at Altruistic Ventures.
honest.
How do you approach people in the firm who
are resistant to change?

How can AltV help firms get ahead during
Covid

Jacqui Dabell is a consultant in strategic
corporate partnerships.
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